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11th TOUR DE SKI IN VAL DI FIEMME (Italy)
SERGEY USTIUGOV TAMES THE LION SUNDBY

Today Final Climb of the 11th Tour de Ski in Val di Fiemme (Italy)
Sergey Ustiugov wins also at Alpe Cermis and seizes the victory in the 11th Tour de Ski
Second place for Martin Johnsrud Sundby and third for Dario Cologna


Sergey Ustiugov skilfully tames the lion Sundby and takes the trophy of the 11th Tour de Ski to the country of Fëdor Dostoevskij. The last stage of the epic contest took place this afternoon in Val di Fiemme (Trentino region, Italy), with the climb to Alpe Cermis starting from the cross country arena of Lago di Tesero. The Final Climb is the most important event of the World Cup season and was held in Val di Fiemme for the eleventh consecutive year. 
At the start Russian Sergey Ustiugov led the overall Tour standing, with his main contender Martin Johnsrud Sundby 1:12 behind, followed by Swiss Dario Cologna (+2:04). 
After 4 km, the Russian is still in the lead alone with Sundby only recovering a couple of seconds from the start (+1:10). The same applies to Cologna who follows with +2:07. At the 6th kilometre, where the hill has a slope of 12%, Ustiugov continues with his pace and Martin Johnsrud Sundby follows with a gap of 1:13, which makes the recovery almost impossible. 
At the seventh kilometre Sundby is still 1:06 behind but firmly maintains the second place in the Tour. Cologna is third, but closely followed by a trio led by Finland’s Matti Heikkinen. 
At the 8th kilometre Sundby is more than fifty seconds behind and with only 900 metres to go he can only maintain his position, with a view not to prejudice the rest of the season, considering that he currently leads the overall World Cup standing. The Norwegian seems less clear-headed than last year and arrives exhausted to the finish line supported by the cheering crowd along the track, estimated in about 20,000 people. With 500 metres to go to the finish line, Ustiugov makes a last sprint and increases the gap again over the Scandinavian lion. The most exciting battle is for the third place, with French Manificat trying to fill the gap with Dario Cologna. The hill is steep, legs are aching, but skiers continue undismayed in order to live their moment of glory. With Cologna and Manificat fiercely struggling, Sergey Ustiugov (30:27.7) crosses the finish line raising his arms to the sky: He is the winner of the 11th Tour de Ski, with six wins in seven stages, including the Final Climb, and wins also 140.500 CHF (about 130 000 EUR). Martin Johnsrud Sundby (31:30.6 vs 30:47 of last year, which in any case wouldn’t have been sufficient to win) seizes the silver, whereas Cologna deservedly end in third place (31:46.8).
In the race for Fastest of the Day the best is Maurice Manificat (29:20), followed by Matti Heikkinen (29:26.1) and Hans Christer Holund (29:35.8). 
Ritual exchange of congratulations by the athletes, exhausted at the arrival, but once again the real winners of the day are the volunteers of Val di Fiemme,who make every effort to organise events like this and are capable of doing the impossible. 
Info: www.fiemmeworldcup.com

Men – Overall Standing Tour de Ski

1 USTIUGOV Sergey RUS 3:24:47.9; 2 SUNDBY Martin Johnsrud NOR +1:02.9; 3 COLOGNA Dario SUI +1:19.1; 4 MANIFICAT Maurice FRA +1:26.9; 5 HEIKKINEN Matti FIN +1:31.3; 6 HELLNER Marcus SWE +2:05.8; 7 HARVEY Alex CAN +2:39.7; 8 KRUEGER Simen Hegstad NOR +3:27.2; 9 HOLUND Hans Christer NOR +3:50.4; 10 DYRHAUG Niklas NOR +4:24.9;


